The Legal Theory Of Carl Schmitt
2.04 preparing a case theory - lawdiana - thus, the development of a viable theory is the first order of
business. a trial is not a presentation of every fact and every remotely possible legal argument . dumping all
the facts and law into the jurors' laps will simply overwhelm them and obfuscate the important matters. legal
theory and practice - yale law school legal ... - legal theory and practice cation. an explanation normally
calls for some sort of causal account of a state of affairs. a justification normally calls for a defense of it. many
of those who lament the extent to which theory is taught in the law school curriculum offer explanations of the
phenomenon that are often cynical. legal positivism: the leading legal theory in america - legal
positivism in america, 5 department of health, (440 mass. 1201, 802 ne2d 565 (feb. 3, 2004)) when there is
historical evidence that it could not have been considered so at any time preceding that decision in america.
feminist legal theory - levin college of law - feminist legal theory spring 2016 professor laura rosenbury .
holland hall, dean’s suite. 352-273-0603. rosenbury@law.ufl . overview . in this course, we will read feminist
theory, queer theory, and other critical theory in order to examine constructions of gender and the roles legal
systems play in those constructions. international legal theory - school of law - international legal theory:
setting the stage this inaugural issue of international legal theory is the product of the hard work and generous
efforts of the founding members of the asil interest group on the theory of international law. this publication
wishes to provide a forum for those who conduct research on the theory of international law. the effect of
legal theories on judicial decisions - theory used to justify or explain those case results could be used to
justify or explain the opposite result in each of those cases. tags: legal theory, judicial decisions, speluncean
explorers [pg517]** introduction. stanley fish has argued that theory does not constrain practice. legal
scholars by now are quite familiar with his argument. feminist legal theory, feminist lawmaking, and the
legal ... - feminist legal theory, theory has then reshaped practice, and practice has in turn reshaped theory.2
thus, whether the issue is feminist law reform or the gendered structure of the legal profession, feminist legal
theory cannot be understood apart from practice. at the same time, the formulation of legal theory has played
an integral role in ... theories of law natural law, legal positivism, the ... - natural law, legal positivism,
the ... thomas aquinas and natural law theory natural law theory like legal positivism has appeared in a variety
of forms and in many guises. one of the most elaborate statements of natural law theory can be found in
aquinas who distinguished four types of law: eternal, divine, natural, and man-made. ... masculinities and
feminist legal theory - by the feminism and legal theory project, emory university, and the new legal realism
project, a joint venture of the american bar foundation and the institute for legal studies, at the university of
wisconsin. the broader issue of the connection between masculinities and feminist theory was the subject of a
paper accepted for presentation at ... the jurisprudence of comparative legal systems - comparative
legal systems disciplines of legal theory. such disciplines include legal anthro-pology, legal history, the
sociology of law, and political science, together with the creative discipline of international law, in a study of
the very relationship between rules of law and the conception of law. the anti-essentialism v. essentialism
debate in feminist ... - one can regard feminist legal theory as a sub-category of feminist theory, this debate
can have an impact on feminist legal theory as well. by analyzing the anti-essentialism v. essentialism debate
and its implications, this article will try to investigate-the approaches that contemporary feminist legal
theorists propose for law reform, legal theory syllabus - scalia law school - legal theory syllabus tues/thurs
6:00pm-8:40pm prof. pi 1 administrative matters my o ce is 310 in hazel hall. generally, if my door is open,
feel free to stop by. you may email me to schedule an speci c time to meet if you prefer. my email address is
dpi@gmu. for matters requiring immediate attention, my o ce phone number is (703) 993-8542. legal theory
lexicon 010: deontology - penn state law - legal theory . lexicon. posts. nonetheless, we can get a glimpse
of one of kant's most important ideas, the . categorical imperative. kant believed that duty was the central
moral idea, and he recognized the . 2 legal theory seminar - legalstudiesrkeley - liberal moral theory,
utilitarianism and kantianism. the aim is to identify salient ideas and values that shape legal discourse and
inform legal policy. readings . the main text for the seminar is jeffrie murphy and jules coleman, the philosophy
of law. i have also ordered another short book: robert paul wolff, in defense of anarchism. negotiating the
jurisprudential terrain: a model theoretic ... - meaningfully and usefully create a theory or model of legal
theory or jurisprudence that helps us answer these questions, or is jurisprudence 4. please note that this paper
does not attempt to provide an overarching standard for evaluating legal theory; rather it provides a
framework and set of tools for evaluating legal theory. 5. case theory in a nutshell - benchmark institute
- a case theory is a detailed, coherent, accurate story of what occurred. it must demonstrate that the client is
entitled to relief. case theory involves legal theories and factual theories. legal theories are the legal
arguments for why each party should prevail -- claims/causes of action or affirmative defenses. feminism,
critical social theory and law - critical social theory has revolutionized the way that critical legal scholars
and, to a lesser extent, mainstream legal scholars think of the most fundamental categories of legal theory. by
con-trast, social theory has proven to be far more controversial among feminist legal theorists. socio-legal
theory: social structure and law - theory of interests and emphasis on social relations of law rather than
metaphysics), nevertheless is hardly satisfying in terms of a general theory whereby the law, legal system and
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structure can be related to society, societal structure, individuals and groups in society. in the recent study of
the sociology of law in germany by raiser legal theory, legal interpretation, and judicial review - legal
theory, legal interpretation, and judicial review ference between rules and principles? if these common law
principles are to differ from legal rules, they cannot be simply holdings in previous case law, for hart's model of
rules can surely explain the legal status of preced- ent. marx, law, ideology, legal positivism - chicago
unbound - marx, law, ideology, legal positivism brian leiter bleiter@uchicago draft of july 12, 2014 for
presentation at the university of virginia conference on “jurisprudence and history,” sept. 19-20, 2014 please
do not cite or quote without permission this essay offers an account of marx’s theory of history and his claim
that law (and theory & theme - university of houston law center - –legal theory –factual theory
–persuasive theory •equals case theory . legal theory •the law that entitles you to win –jury instructions
–statutues –case law . factual theory •what happened in the case •ways of getting a handle on ... theory &
theme author: a legal theory of shareholder primacy - itive legal theory explaining the structure of a
complex law. the question—what is the law?—has not received sufficient empiri-cal or theoretical analyses.
this article contributes to the litera-ture by presenting a complete, coherent theory of positive law of
shareholder primacy. this theory explains why shareholder pri- shirking and sharking: a legal theory of
the firm - distinguishing between firms and markets.6 the legal theory of the firm and its boundaries offered
here brings together elements of various eco-nomic theories within a unified framework . my analytic style is
the reverse of the usual article in "law and eco-nomics." most law-and-economics scholarship begins with a
legal prob- neoliberalism and the crisis of legal theory - and why legal theory was marginalized in the
wake of critical legal studies and the theory debates of the 1970s and 1980s. despite the volume of work
written on the subject and the many anxieties expressed about the (im)possibility of critical legal theory’s
revival, the narratives of what led to this juncture are deeply conflicted. the third pillar of jurisprudence:
social legal theory - that every existing legal theory can be squeezed into one of these three jurisprudential
approaches; nor do i claim that this is the only way to categorize current theories about law. 14 my claims are
more limited: this third theoretical stream constitutes a long-standing legal theory - wordpress - legal
theory 1 kwa/2010 legal theory the study of law, has taxed the minds of practitioners and theorist alike for
many centuries. problems such as law as legislation, law as in the common law, law as in natural law, law as in
custom, law as the psychology of human action, and today law as a function of constitutional a legal theory
of finance 1 - columbia law school - a legal theory of finance1 katharina pistor abstract: this paper
develops the building blocks for a legal theory of finance. ltf holds that financial markets are legally
constructed and as such occupy an essentially hybrid place theories of rights - piratepanel - rationale for
the will theory herbert l.a. hart (1907-92), a british legal scholar, is credited with developing the will theory of
rights. he cited kant as inspiring his thinking about the importance of human freedom, or liberty. the future
of feminist legal theory - feminist legal theory. these comments will show why i believe a revi-val of the
national conference on women and the law would be a good thing for feminist legal theory. i will also explain
why the re-sponsibility for its revival should fall on those of us who participated in the early years, rather than
on today's law students. ii. hans kelsen and his pure theory of law - american legal theory which can be
derived from his writings. born in prague, czechoslovakia, on october 11, 1881, hans kelsen attended the
university of vienna and received his doctorate in law there at the age of twenty-five. after a few years of
additional study at the uni- the character of legal theory - cornell law school - the character of legal
theory no reference, explicit or implicit, to the concept of law or to the possi-ble constraints of law's
constitutive characteristics. it was from this perspective that george priest claimed that "legal scholarship has
be-come specialized according to the separate social sciences" so that a feminist legal theory and human
trafficking in the united ... - feminist legal theory and human trafficking in the united states: towards a new
framework cynthia l. wolken* i. introduction human trafficking is modem day slavery. over the past decade,
policy makers in the united states have begun to recognize human trafficking as a distinct act, rather than
lumping trafficking into one of international legal theory - school of law - trachtman's essay or lead
articles for future issues to international legal theory, c/o center for international and comparative law,
university of baltimore school of law, 1420 north charles st., baltimore, maryland 21201. we hope to promote
the broadest possible discussion and reflection about international legal theory and would be grateful for a
legal theory of shareholder primacy - 2017 legal theory of shareholder primacy 4 widely accepted.6
however, its legal status remains uncertain even today. this is an unsatisfactory state of knowledge, all the
more conspicuous since the field of corporate law has been well developed in law and scholarship. grounds of
law and legal theory: a response - 316 john finnis i. in my ﬁrst oxford paper in legal and moral theory,
delivered in debate with philippa foot,1 i explored aristotle’s theory of central cases and focal meanings a little
more fully than i did ten years later in nlnr.hart had said feminist legal theory: a liberal response feminist legal theory, like feminist theory generally, "is extremely diverse, in both premisses and conclusion." 7
what feminist legal theorists have in common is a commitment to three basic claims: (1) that gender is a
central category of anal-ysis in law;8 (2) that important aspects of mainstream legal doc- legal
indeterminacy - berkeley law research - legal theory therefore attempts to provide the right mix of
determinacy and indeterminacy. but, singer argues, no existing legal system or legal theory provides
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anywhere near the amount of determinacy that is required: legal doctrine is far more indeterminate than
traditional theorists realize it is. connecting positive and normative legal theory - positive and normative
legal theory (and for that matter, political and moral theory, but i will focus on legal theory) often seem radically disjunct; it is sometimes not clear, even in principle, what posi-tive and normative theory have to do with
one another. two recur-ring conceptual problems create this disconnect. from legal theory to integrative
jurisprudence - theory, the principal purpose will be to elucidate the nature and functions of legal theories.
finally, it will be the purpose of this lecture to contrast the realistic theory of criminal law, which professor
honig criticizes, with prevailing formal analysis of criminal law and thus to forge a link between legal theory
and the recovering socialism for feminist legal theory in the 21 ... - legal theory of recapturing the
insights of socialist feminism. it describes both the context out of which that theory grew, in the civil rights,
anti-war, and anti-imperialist struggles of the 1960s, and the contents of the theory as developed in the
writings of certain authors such as heidi hartmann, zillah “legal theory and practice” development at the
university ... - the legal theory and practice program's political origins and the insti-tutional choices made by
maryland's law faculty in conceptualizing and supporting the program. this article suggests ways that linkages
between legal "theory" and "practice" may be forged within the con-text of the courses. and updated - msr
law books - msrlawbooks© juris-legal theory p t o page 9 it is a type of investigation into the essential
principles of law and the legal systems (salmond). it is the science of the first principles of civil law. the legal
concepts like contracts, torts or criminal law consist of a set of rules. it has no such legal authority and further
it has no practical legal theory - american - kline, m. race, racism, and feminist legal theory . crenshaw, k.
demarginalizing the intersection of race and sex: a black feminist critique of antidiscrimination doctrine,
feminist theory and antiracist politics . olsen, f. statutory rape: a feminist critique of rights analysis .
introduction, special issue: feminist legal theory - feminist legal theory, gender hierarchy could no
longer be justified by women’s differences or desires because, in susan bordo’s words, “female obedience to
the dictates of [dominant gender norms] is better conceptualized as bondage than choice” (bordo, 1993, p.
22). turning the tables on “law and . . . ”: a jurisprudential ... - turning the tables on contemporary legal
theory, i shall ask: what les-son, if any, can “law itself” teach legal theory (including the social, human, and
legal sciences) about not only law but also the limitations of these theoretical perspectives? to clarify the
question and begin to outline an answer, this essay i am/i am not: on angela harris's race and
essentialism in ... - legal theory mary anne franks* in 1990, angela harris wrote an article that interrogated
the limitations of feminist legal theory. nearly a quarter of a century later, the insights and challenges harris
offered in race and essentialism in feminist legal theory continue to reverberate. the
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